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Cruisin’ the Canyons
By Kenn Lively

ho could imagine that Minis Of The
Rockies (M.O.T.R.) would freak
out in the first part of January and schedule a
ride? The Miniacs were restless at the January
meeting and did not want to just schedule
rides for inclusion on the calendar, but wanted
to convoy their Minis through the mountains.
That’s what it’s all about—driving the car of
the century or car of the year, not just sitting
around admiring it, so January 11 was set and
Zang’s the place from which to start.
The sacrifices made to the weather Gods
must have worked because it turned out to be
a glorious day. A little chilly at the 10:00
meeting time, but vigorous driving would fix
that.
By road time, there were three Minis and
three MINIs in the convoy, and Kenn Lively
had been volunteered to be the adMinistrator.
He wanted to bring up the rear so he could
snap pix of the Mini train through the
mountains, but was overruled–Darren Haines
wanted to bring up the rear, believing he was
the slowest (he wasn’t).
Bob Stanley led for the first few blocks
because Kenn wasn’t sure how to get on 32nd
without getting back on I-25, then Kenn took
over. Kenn’s memory proved faulty when the
group got to McIntyre near Golden, and
everyone had to flip a quick u-turn to get back
to McIntyre for the turn toward highway 58.
The group got separated slightly at a light just
before turning on 58, but was back together by
the time they turned onto highway 93–the
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Lining up for the ride
back way from Golden to Boulder (pray for
me, I drive 93 is the motto).
The rest of the day the group did not get
separated–must be a new record. Even the
light for the turn up Coal Creek Canyon
stayed green for everyone to get through, and
this is where the drive got interesting.
Usually when the M.O.T.R. heads do a
ride, the driving is brisk, to say the least, and
today was to be no exception. The group
came up behind a couple of vehicles after the
road turned twisty (pun intended), so
everyone settled down for a leisurely
Saturday drive. Not to be. Soon the leading
vehicle turned off, and the remaining vehicle
was being driven by a local. The local was
just going to drive off and leave those

impudent little cars that were following, so he
stood on it. Perfect. The Mini crew followed
along at the blistering pace, grinning like
crazy. Thank you local driver.
When the local turned off, there was no
one else on the road, so the Minis kept the

M.O.T.R. On

Date
Feruary
March
April 20
May 11
June 6,7,8
July 15
July 27
August 9
August 23
September 13
October
November
December 6

AdMINIstrator
None
Open
Steve Read
Kenn Lively
Glenwood Springs
Paul’s BBQ
Jeff Zissler-Pueblo
Mini Meet West
Breckenridge Hill
Climbs
Conclave Ride the
Rockies
Open
Open
Christmas party

Bob and Kenn were the last to arrive
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it’s still the law.
The Golden Gate Canyon road is highly
recommended for anyone with a penchant for
winding roads and great scenery. Those
weren’t lights that were flashing, those were
grins on the faces of the drivers when they
pulled over coming out the mouth of the
canyon just before the signal at highway 93
(full circle) to say their goodbyes. Everyone
agreed that it had been just the right length
(still some day left) and wonderfully twisty
(twisted?).
Tracy Schuster remarked that all the
MINIs were the Cooper S variety. She was of
the opinion that the S owners were the ones
who bought the cars to drive, not just because
they were cute. She could have a valid point.
The S drivers do like to drive almost as much
as the classic Mini owners, and that’s just
what M.O.T.R. is about–driving. See you at
the next ride–bring your driving gloves.
Ready for brunch at the Sundance
************************
pace all the way to Peak-to-Peak, where they
turned North toward Nederland–home of the
“Neditate” bumper sticker. The plan was to
stop at the Sundance Café for brunch. The
Sundance is a popular eatery for skiers and
locals, and has excellent food at modest
prices. The few patrons that were eating when
the Minis showed up were gobsmacked.
During brunch, someone remarked that
they hadn’t been over the Wonder Vu road in
years and it was a great road. Someone else
said that they’d probably never been over it
that quickly. Nods all around. Twisty bits in a
Mini–nothing like it.
After brunch, the group set off south on
Peak-to-Peak, Kenn leading once again. This
time there were no locals to lead the way, but
Kenn has been on this road many times, so he
almost qualified as a local. It was a blast.
When driving on mountain roads in
winter (spring-like as it might seem), a driver
always has to keep in mind that these roads
will still have places where there is unmelted
snow, perhaps some ice, and indubitably some
gravel–the bane of Minis, motorcyclists and
bikers. Peak-to-Peak was no exception, and
when the group turned off into Golden Gate
Canyon, these conditions loomed larger.
Kenn maintained a good pace, but always
slowed for anything that looked like it might
pose a problem with traction. At one point,
Darren did drop back a bit from the others, but

that was because he was slowed by some
gravel that he hadn’t seen, and his Mini got a
little squirrelly. He was soon back up with the
pack.
Anyone who happened to get in front of
the Minis–and there were only a few–soon
either turned off (locals) or pulled over to let
them pass. The group wasn’t trying to be
intimidating (how can you be in the smallest
car in America?), but Colorado law requires
folks to let vehicles pass when more that 5
vehicles are behind them in the mountains.
Granted that most people ignore the law, but

M.O.T.R. Meeting
he January meeting of Minis Of The
Rockies (M.O.T.R.) got off to a
quick start–a racing start even. Dick Shearer
brought his copy of the 2001 Mini Challenge
at Laguna Seca raceway. This was the first
ever race featuring all levels of racing Minis,
from GT5 rear-wheel drive tube frame Minis
and Dick’s 1275 vintage racer to a single new
MINI (it was the only one in America at the
time–Don Racine had talked BMW into a
new one for modifying before they were
actually available here). The video was
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Bidding adieu to a good ride
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excellent and there were even some shots of
Dick driving around the famous course.
President Kenn Lively waited until the
video was over before dropping the gavel on
the new round of M.O.T.R. meetings for
‘03–the monthly madness that once received
the coveted “Foolitzer Prize” for the best Mini

M.O.T.R. Meeting

Tuesday, February 4,
7:30 P.M.
Zang's Brewery
23rd & I-25
The meeting is in the back room.
Members arrive around 7:00 and the
business meeting starts around 8:00.
The 50/50 raffle is the last order of
business. Videos are optional–bring
any motoring videos you would like to
share. This meeting is “casual
Tuesday”, so bring a good Mini story
to share. If you’ve got a M.O.T.R.
wish list, bring that along too (maybe
we’ll get a garage tour this year).

meeting. We do have a good time.
Being the first meeting of the year, there
was a lot of ground to cover. In order to get
the M.O.T.R. calendar completed, the dates
for the rides have to be decided, so they can
be included (see sidebar). There was also the
question of which pictures to include (drop
the one with the Mini on the trailer). While
these heady questions were being decided,
Kenn passed around one of his Christmas
presents: a new Mini book called 40 Years of
Fun–which was the motto of the East meets
West Mini Meet that M.O.T.R. put on in
Colorado Springs in 1999 (Kenn jokingly
suggested we sue).

The
meeting
carried on at a torrid
pace, with hardly any
interruptions–an
unusual occurrence.
Kenn was asking
questions and the
members were
answering, and the
business was flying
by. The t-shirt
artwork was decided,
and preliminary work
will be done this
month so members
can place orders in
February. Orders can
also be placed by email (kennlively@bod.net).
On the agenda this year is the annual
Glenwood Springs Rallye–it was burned out
last year, and Paul Herrmann wants the
members to show our support. It sounded
good and was included as one of the
M.O.T.R. rides. Paul reminded the members
that the rallye doesn’t require participation
for all three days, and just being there for
one of the days is enough. The M.O.T.R.
plans will be discussed as the rallye gets
closer.
Also discussed at length was the rides
for August (note the plural). Mini Meet
West (MMW) is in Victoria, British
Columbia (BC) this year, sponsored by the
Vancouver Mini Club and Victoria Minis.
Kenn reminisced about his drive to MMW
when it was in Whistler, BC, and how much
fun the drive was, and recommended that as
many members as possible try to make the
drive. After some discussion, several
members pointed out
that sometimes it’s not
possible to take an
entire week (nine days
counting the drive) for
a Mini meet, and that
they would like to
schedule something
else for August.
Another member
pointed out that
Nostalgia Racing is
having
their
Breckenridge Hill
Climb on August 22-

24, and it would be fun to drive to
Brekenridge for that. After another brief
discussion it was decided to go up on
Saturday, August 23. No one volunteered as
road captain, but there is plenty of time.
One thing that should be pointed out, is
the July ride. M.O.T.R. member Jeff Zissler
has recently moved to Pueblo, and said when
he moved that he would love to have a ride
out of Pueblo. Careful what you wish for
Jeff, you have been volunteered to lead a ride
on July 27–we hope it fits in with your plans
for July! Be sure and let the members know
if it is not possible. It will be quite a ride just
to get down to Pueblo to get started.
Road and Track magazine had a
competition with the new PT Cruiser turbo,
the new Beatle turbo, and the MINI Cooper
S. Although the MINI wasn’t the fastest of
the lot, it was by far the favorite–at one point
on of the editors pointed out that when they
were parked together in public, the Beatle
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and the PT Cruiser might as well have been
invisible as far as the public was
concerned–everyone crowded around the
MINI. The MINI also set a new slalom speed
record, beating out the last fastest vehicle, a
Porsche GT, by almost one mile an hour. The
MINI handles!

Mini Meet East
2003

January 2003

Minis Of The Rockies

51st Annual MGCC Rallye Glenwood
Springs

July 1-4, 2003, Magog, Quebec
Hotel le Cheribourg
1-800-567-6132

After the discussion of the calendars, it
was suggested that the price of each calendar
be put in the newsletter to allow members to
decide if they would like to order one. After
checking, the price changes depending on the
number of calendars ordered: 1-4 $21.95
each; 5-9 $19.70 each; 10-24 $17.95 each.
Call or write in your orders and then the price
can be determined.
Vince Quick took the floor to advise the
members of the goodies being raffled for the
50/50 raffle. Besides the money collected for
the tickets, Ralph Schomp has provided two
different items: a MINI sign and a MINI
model. Thank you, Ralph Schomp. Kenn and
Vince thought it might be appropriate to offer
the dealership an honorary membership in
M.O.T.R. for their generosity. What think
you, members?
During the raffle, it was announced that
Wayne Seibrecht and Alada Ramsey are
engaged. Congratulations you two. When’s
the big date?
Dick Shearer won the 505/50 raffle and
took the MINI sign for his garage, Paul
Herrmann got the model, and Bill Frakes was
stuck with the money (stuck?). The meeting
concluded at 9:30.

June 6, 7 & 8, 2003
Be sure to put this weekend on your calendar and help the MGCC drive
the way into the second half century of this milestone event. We may not set the
town on fire this year, but we still promise a blazing good time.

Schedule
Friday, June 6, 2003

TSD Rally from Denver to Glenwood Springs
Happy Hour Hospitality at the Ramada in Glenwood

Saturday, June 7

Glenwood Tour through the scenic west slope area
Traditional Glenwood Banquet

Sunday, June 8

Car Show on the green at Two Rivers Park
Funkhana
Awarda

For more information: www.mgcc.org/rmc
Chairpersons:

Jay and Cindy Nemeth-Johannes
7977 Bayside Drive
Fort Collins, Colorado 80538
970-225-6767
Jay.johannes@completetest.com

************************
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Monday August 11

Tuesday August 12

Wednesday August 13

Thursday August 14

Friday August 15

Drivers from off-island
meet in Vancouver to
take the BC Ferry over
as a group. Drivers to
be met by Victoria
Minis at Victoria side
and escorted to the
hotel Hospitality suite
and re-registration in
the evening

Registration
Car Show
Concours and Peoples
Choice
BBQ lunch (included
in fee)
Swap meet and
vendor sales
Photo Shoot
Art and Crafts showMini related-at
hospitality suite
Optional sightseeing
tours pre-arranged.

Autocross
Funkhana
British Pub night with
Darts competition (not
in fee)

Rally Awards
Banquet (covered in
fee)

Optional Breakfast
(not covered in fee)
Optional scenic drives
in Victoria lead by
Victoria Minis drivers

Host Hotel:

Howard Johnson Hotel and Suites – 20 minutes from both downtown and the BC Ferry terminal.
A block of 50 rooms have been reserved for Mini Meet West.
4670 ELK LAKE DRIVE
VICTORIA B.C. V8Z 5M2.
1-866-300-4656. (If you call another number, you may not get the preferred rate).
Be sure to say you are booking for Mini Meet West 2003 The local number is 250-704-4656.
Rates will be
Single or double Deluxe - $119 CAD (includes two queen beds, fridge, microwave, and coffee maker)
(Currently $78.30)
1 Bedroom Corner suite - $139 CAD (one queen and one queen sofa bed)
(Currently $91.47)
1 Bedroom Suite with Kitchen - $149 CAD (one queen and one queen sofa bed)
(Currently $98.05)
Limited number of pet rooms add $15 CAD per night ($9.87)

You may wish to stay closer to or further from town, camp, or stay in a bed and breakfast. We will provide you with alternate
accommodation ideas as we gather more information and sponsors.
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Minis For Sale
1965 Austin MkI Cooper - total rebuild in 1983--have receipts--only 7500 miles since–RHD, wet susp--has very small rust spot on left
floor pan--rest of car straight and solid--has 1275 engine, mild cam, header--new carpet, clutch and clutch cylinders, u-joints--interior not
modified---car has aftermarket sunroof---fly in--drive home British Racing Green.
$ 6,500
CO
Paul Estock
970-663-7272
pjetri6@aol.com
24-Jan-03
1963 Mini Cooper MK 1 - Modified Clear Title to Mini. Willing to travel depending on location. Exterior of vehicle in excellent condition.
Interior needs some work. Car runs, but needs minor engine work. Many parts will be given with sale. Pictures available by e-mail Green
exterior.
$ 6,500obo
CO
Sam Sandoval 970-328-8005
racefande3@msn.com
26-Jan-03
1970 Innocenti Cooper 1000 - True Mini enthusiasts know how much nicer these Italian built cars are than their Aussie or British built
cousins. I imported this left hand drive car recently from Holland. It is a nice original unrestored car. It is a real '70 with real paperwork (not
a newer car with false paperwork like many others).It runs and drives great and has + - 200 lbs compression on all 4 cylinders. This has the
correct twin carburetor engine which is equivalent to the UK 998 Cooper. Car also features power front disc brakes. Odometer shows 44705
klm, I assume it is actually 144705 klm. Paint is in the beautiful original Italian colors (Sabbia & Castoro) and still looks nice. The body
is straight, but has some minor cosmetic rust (bubbles around body seams). It has wide wheels and spats painted body color. Also has new
Innocenti badges. The interior is very nice, and has all the great Innocenti features (including the five Jaeger gauge dash).A great turn-key
car that can be used right away. Interesting trades considered!
$ 6,995
CA
Mark Mitchell 805-969-2787
motorama@cox.net
08-Jan-03
1968 Morris Mini Cooper - This car is still in the body shop. The front end is a one piece fiberglass assembly and will be painted. The
entire vehicle has been recently painted black with Standox base plus clear coat. The car needs all glass, interior/upholstery, headlamps and
exterior trim. Car runs but needs one rim and all tires.
$ 5,500
CA
Laura Bertolli
415-725-3227
laurabertolli@earthlink.net
13-Jan-03
1965 Austin Mini 1000 - LHD, Retro MK1 with roll up windows, black interior, and sport steering wheel. Stage one kit installed, with
custom headers and single exhaust centre outback, K/N filter Cooper S front disc brakes, dry suspension. Cooper S wheels with 165/70/10
Bridgestone. Starts everytime perfect commuter, some exterior rust–surf blue with white roof e-mail for details
$ 7,900
CA
Alain
Amartinez44@aol.com
23-Jan-03
1972 Austin Mini 1300 - RHD Mini. It has a clear California title and will never need to be smogged. Professionally painted as soon as
it came over by the previous owner. Cloth interior color coded to the paint and is in good condition. The car is in excellent mechanical
condition. I have all records since I've had it. A 1300 A+ engine was professionally installed(originally a 998 A+). It has a single 1.5" SU
carb, 12" wheels with 8.4 Disks in the front, RC-40 exhaust, sun roof, good shocks, good brakes, and a custom wood trunk retainer. It has
a new alternator, new battery, new tires(Falcon 165/60/12), wipers, horn, and antenna. The car has a little rust by the driver side door.
Besides the rust, the car is in beautiful condition inside and out, never raced, and was well cared for. It cruises at 70 and handles like a go
cart. This car will get a lot of looks! White body, Aqua top.
$ 7,900
CA
Mike Rogerson
mrogerson@ mail.arc.nasa.gov
16-Jan-03
1968 Austin Mini 1275 - A real Mk II not a reshell, right hand drive, hydrolastic suspension, A+ 1275 w/oil cooler and new unleaded head
and water pump and stage 1 kit, alternator, rod change gearbox, Cooper S disc brakes, reversed Cooper S wheels with almost new Falkens,
new battery, recent respray, floor pans and front fenders & hood & front panel replaced, Kenwood ICE, tachometer on dash, Cooper S
speedo, fully sorted, looks good and drives good, beige w/white roof see photos in the cars for sale section at www.djminis.com
$ 6,750
GA
GeorgeRosselle 770-466-6514
GTRosselle@wmconnect.com
18-Jan-03
1972 Mini Clubman - Drives and runs and looks great! It has a Metro 1275(from 1987) engine and is quicker than a normal Mini. Floors,
Body, Sills, Boot in very good condition! Is a real daily driver. As good as you will find in this price range. Interior is 25th Anniversary
Grey with trim. Lots of photos available. Must Sell! No Reasonable offer Refused. Will pay 1/2 shipping cost! Call or e-mail with questions
Blue w/ white stripes
$ 4,199
IL
David Ash
773.251.0053
itrack@ameritech.net
22-Jan-03
These and other Minis for sale can be found at www.minimania.com
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Fourth of July BBQ at Pauls

Summit lake in the summertime

Starting out from Ft. Collins

Backed up behind a pickup

Perry Park lineup

Try to have a little fun, M.O.T.R.
members, would ya?
M.O.T.R. rides gobbled up more than 1000
miles in Colorado in 2002.

The BMW funkhana in Keystone
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